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GUTTER KIDS Harrowing
pictures of a pregnant tenyear-old prostitute and tots
begging for money capture
the heart-breaking poverty
of Victorian street children
Youngsters suffered precarious lives,
blighted by cruelty and squalor
By Carl Stroud
21st August 2017, 11:13 am
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FOUR months pregnant, a child prostitute bares her growing
belly.
The plight of 10-year-old Mary Simpson embodies the horrors
many Victorian street children were forced to endure.
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This child prostitute is identified as Mary Simpson who is
said to be between 10 and 11 years old and four months
pregnant
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In a photo taken by author Lewis Carroll family friend
Alice Liddell is dressed to look like a child beggar
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An older man poses with a beggar girl in this unsettling
snap from 1877
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A street child pictured in 1851 would have been exposed to
horrors that are barely imaginable today
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Dressed in tattered rags this ﬂower girl pictured in 1877
would have been forced to live by her wits
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There was little to smile about for the girls trapped in
squalor in Victorian cities

These were precarious lives, blighted by cruelty and squalor.
And some of that horror is caught on camera in this collection
of harrowing photos showing young girls forced to live by their
wits to survive.
Smiles are notable by their absence in the snapshots from over
a century ago that show the girls in tattered clothes.
A couple of frames feature older men with the helpless
youngsters.
A further photo taken by Alice in Wonderland author Lewis
Carroll shows Alice Liddell - the inspiration behind Alice -

dressed to appear like a child beggar.
Street children in Victorian times were found in abundance
living in alleys or side streets.
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During Victorian times street kids were found in
abundance living in alleys or side streets
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At the turn of the century scenes of young girls with no
shoes were still commonplace in cities across the country
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Many street kids were orphans but some were also ﬂeeing
abuse at home
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The life of a rag picker's daughter in 1849 was one with
few luxuries
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Two girls, who look like they could be sisters, were among
thousands who lived on the streets in 1876
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A beggar girl accompanies a much older man in a
snapshot taken during a period when child prostitution
was commonplace
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Many were orphans but a large part of the street children were
from neglectful, alcoholic families where abuse was the norm.
The belief that children had rights that the states should
protect was almost non-existent at the dawn of the nineteenth
century. Faced with the choice of living in these conditions or
living on the street some children chose the street.
Many of these children fell prey to prostitution and begging to
support themselves.
Child prostitution Nourished until the late 1800s and was an
accepted fact of city life.
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Minors accounted for over half of individuals involved in
prostitution in Paris whilst it wasn’t uncommon for child
prostitutes, some as young as eight-years-old, to work the
streets of London.
Even eminent Victorians like novelist Ernest Dowson and John
Ruskin wooed young girls. In a letter to his physician John
Simon on 15 May 1886, Ruskin wrote: “I like my girls from ten
to sixteen - allowing of 17 or 18 as long as they’re not in love
with anybody but me - I’ve got some darlings of eight, 12 and
14.”
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Children often lived on the streets to escape abuse at
home from families blighted by alcohol
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A lone child begs surrounded by adults in a British city in
1876
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When this photo was taken in 1846 it wasn't uncommon
for children as young as eight to be prostitutes
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Many slum kids had to endure filthy conditions as they
fought a daily battle for survival
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During the Victorian era the age of consent was just 13
years old
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Eminent Victorian men would unashamedly discuss their
attraction to young girls

However a scandal in nineteenth century England caused the
government to raise the age of consent and tackle child
prostitution.
The age of consent was then raised from 13 to 16.
During this period, the term white slavery came to be used
throughout Europe and the United States to describe
prostituted children.
We pay for your stories! Do you have a story for The Sun
Online news team? Email us at tips@the-sun.co.uk or call
0207 782 4368 . We pay for videos too. Click here to upload
yours.
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frank kilmore

Some of these were taken by Lewis Carroll, a suspected
'abuser'...why do you think he took so many pics of kids?...Dodgy
article..
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Richard Mills

Looks pretty much the same as today, only difference is the skin
colour.
1
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Inner cities in 5 years time
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John Five
Poor little sods
1
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the savilles of the past... why are so many europeans inclined to
being pedophiles ?
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A. S. Because none Europeans are not called P.Dohs,
because it's LEGAL. In Sandy climbs.
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trev stans
this shows the suffering that our nation was built on.
no free housing schooling medicine or benebts back then

I wonder what they would think of us just giving these things away
to foreigners. Less than 50% of londoners are British born. When
you add in those born to foreign parents since victorian times, you
will be lucky to bnd 25% of their offspring living in London.
LIKE REPLY
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